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Abstract
Chromium is nephrotoxic in experimental animals. In subjects with acute chromium intoxication acute nephritis has been reported and renal function has been affected in chromium exposed workers with a high urinary chromium concentration. Chronic kidney disease after long term occupational exposure to chromium has, however, not been reported previously. A case report is presented concerning a 48 year old man who was diagnosed with chronic interstitial nephropathy. He had worked for nine years as a plasma cutter of stainless steel and had thereby been exposed to smoke containing chromium. At the time of diagnosis his blood chromium concentration was seven times higher and his urinary chromium concentration six times higher than reference values. Taking into account the nephrotoxicity of chromium and the high chromium burden of this patient it is considered likely that his exposure to smoke from plasma cutting of stainless steel was the cause of his chronic interstitial nephropathy.

(Occup Environ Med 1994;51:259–261)

Plasma cutting is a technique increasingly used for cutting stainless steel, aluminium, and certain highly alloyed types of steel that cannot be flame cut. The cutting process takes place by sending a jet of ionised gas (plasma) at about 30 000°C at high speed against the metal, which is melted away corresponding to the cut wanted. This causes a simultaneous release of smoke that contains metal.

Stainless steel usually contains about 18% chromium and 9% nickel. Plasma cutters of stainless steel are consequently exposed to nickel and chromium, including hexavalent chromium, via the inhaled air.1 Nickel and hexavalent chromium have a carcinogenic effect as well as other toxic effects.2 Chromates, for example, are nephrotoxic.

Acute chromium intoxication affects the renal tubules. In experimental animals both trivalent and hexavalent chromium are accumulated in the proximal convoluted tubules where, in large dosage, they induce acute tubular necrosis.2 Chromates and chronic acid applied to humans for the treatment of certain skin diseases previously caused fatal cases of acute nephritis and necroses revealed tubular necrosis without glomerular lesions.4

Apparently there is no excess mortality from kidney diseases among workers in the chromium industry. In a study from 1947 on proportional mortality based on diagnoses of 156 deaths in six chromium extraction factories, the mortality from nephritis or uraemia was lower than among a group of life insured subjects.5 In a cohort of 1768 male workers employed for more than 90 days at a chromate producing factory in the period 1945–74, there were nine deaths from diseases of the urogenital system v an expected 6.03 (SMR = 149).6 The increase in mortality was not statistically significant. The mortality due to other non-cancerous diseases was low (SMR = 73) indicating an underestimation of SMR in the study. Another mortality study on 896 male workers engaged in the production of chromium compounds in the period 1918–75 found one death from nephritis/chronic and nephritis v an expected 2.18.7

The relation between exposure to chromium and various indices of renal function has been examined in cross sectional studies. These showed that chrome platers and welders using special electrodes for welding on armoured steel had an increased urinary excretion of β-glucuronidase, β2-microglobulin, lysozyme, and protein.8–10 The excretion increased with increasing exposure, especially to hexavalent chromium. The findings suggest reduction of both glomerular and tubular function. Welders working with stainless steel had normal indices of renal function.8–13 A possible explanation is that the exposure was lower in these workers.

A histopathological necropsy study on chromate workers has reported histological changes primarily located in the kidneys, in the form of cell degeneration in the renal tubules and occasional changes in the glomeruli and proliferation of the cells in Bowman’s capsule.13 The authors did not report the number of necropsies on which the results were based; nor did they report on chromium exposure concentrations. From the pictures shown in the article it is difficult to see how the histological changes differ from postmortem autolytic changes.

Altogether, the reported studies show acute nephrotoxicity of chromium at high exposures, especially affecting the tubules. Long term exposure to lower concentrations also seems to affect renal function. Possible chronic damage to the kidneys of long term exposure to chromium is less well clarified.
We present a case report concerning chronic interstitial nephropathy in a plasma cutter working on stainless steel.

Case report
The patient was a 48 year old never smoking man with no predisposition to kidney diseases. He was previously well and had never been admitted to hospital before. From 1957 to 1974 he worked as a butcher and was a professional soldier; from 1974 to 1982 he worked as a moulder in an iron foundry with appropriate occupational hygiene. From 1982 he has been plasma cutting stainless steel and has been exposed to fumes from the process. He has had no known exposure to mercury, cadmium, lead, carbon tetrachloride or chloroform. Over the years he has occasionally taken an aspirin against headache, but otherwise he has not used any medicine.

During the year before the examination he had experienced episodes with throbbing pain in the kidney region on physical exertion, but otherwise he considered himself fit. An examination in November 1991, about 16 hours after he had been plasma cutting, showed a concentration of chromium in whole blood of 52.4 nmol/l (reference values <7.1 nmol/l), a concentration of chromium in the urine of 28.5 nmol/mmol creatinine (reference values <5), and a concentration of nickel in the urine of 33.4 nmol/mmol creatinine (reference values <10). Chromium in blood and chromium and nickel in urine were determined by Zeeman atomic absorption spectrometry under quality control. Serum creatinine was 0.16 mmol/l (reference values <0.12), plasma uric acid was 0.50 mmol/l (reference values 0.20–0.45), urinary glucose was <2 mmol/l (reference value <2), and urinary albumin >30 μmol/l (reference values <3). Blood pressure was 150/100 mm Hg. Ultrasonography revealed no signs of kidney sclerosis.

Renal biopsy showed focal interstitial fibrosis with scattered lymphocytes (figure). The tubules were atrophic complementary to fibrosis. The fibrotic areas comprised about half of the biopsy material. There was no tubular necrosis. The vessels seemed normal. The biopsy contained only a few glomeruli, which showed total or partial sclerosis.

Discussion
The most likely diagnosis is chronic interstitial nephropathy. This is the predominant disease caused by chronic exposure to nephrotoxic agents such as phenacetin and metals—for example, lead and cadmium. Our patient had had no known exposure to nephrotoxic agents other than chromium. Neither has he had diseases known to cause chronic interstitial nephropathy.

As far as we are aware, there are no previous reports of chronic interstitial nephropathy in plasma cutters or other workers exposed to chromium. Chromium is nephrotoxic in experimental animals, however, and an affected renal function especially with low molecular weight proteinuria has been shown in workers exposed to chromium at high concentrations. In the case of cadmium nephropathy low molecular weight proteinuria predicts the later development of chronic interstitial nephropathy.

The urinary concentration of chromium in our patient was measured in the morning about 16 hours after the latest exposure to smoke from plasma cutting. Studies on the excretion of chromium in stainless steel welders show that the concentration of chromium in the urine 16 hours after the latest exposure is about 64% of that at the end of exposure. Thus it is estimated that the urinary concentration of our patient had been about 56% higher on the previous day. That is about the same concentration as that found by Mutti et al in chromium exposed workers with affected renal function and about three times the concentration found in welders welding in stainless steel without affected renal function.

Our examination of the patient initiated changes in occupational hygiene at the factory. The changes proved to be inefficient. Measurement of the chromium values eight months later showed an unchanged high chromium burden, with a chromium concentration of 59.6 nmol/l in the blood and of 28.0 nmol/mmol creatinine in the urine. The unchanged high concentrations in blood and urine indicate a chronic high exposure. Two years earlier another plasma cutter from the same factory was found to have a serum chromium concentration of 199 nmol/l (reference values <12). This suggests that previously the exposure was even higher.

On the basis of our findings we estimate the patient’s exposure to chromium to have been at least at a concentration reported to be connected with affected renal function. Taking into account the nephrotoxicity of chromium and the high chromium burden of
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our patient we therefore consider it likely that his exposure to smoke from plasma cutting in stainless steel was the cause of his chronic interstitial nephropathy.
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